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Transmissions
Michael Schwenzer
Vice-President,
Transmissions Branch

Smooth driving pleasure…
The Transmissions Branch develops, manufactures and markets the systems
that ensure the smooth transfer of engine power and torque to the transmission systems of passenger cars and trucks. The Branch has developed a range of
innovative solutions, that efficiently dampen noise, vibrations and harshness
and with a level of performance to suit all specific market demands. The
Transmissions Branch has a commercial and industrial presence on all major
OEM markets and the aftermarket.
The Branch strengthened its commercial positions in clutch systems with significant
order intakes that will ensure growth in 2004 and beyond.
Highlights of 2002 included the start of volume production for new applications using
new-generation hydraulic clutch actuators.
The first mass application for flexible flywheels was launched in Europe. Already manufactured in Japan by Valeo Unisia Transmissions, the flexible flywheel is now available
for European customers.

• Cover assemblies

Development studies are continuing in the sector of advanced transmissions, with a

• Discs

view to proposing innovative concepts for automated manual transmissions.
In the area of clutch facings, Valeo put significant industrial resources in place for the

• Clutch facings

transition to the new generation of lead-free G5 clutch facings, in compliance with the

• Release bearings

new European regulations applicable in July 2003. In addition, no organic solvents are
used in the product or in the process. This is a major technical advance and a further
contribution by the Transmissions Branch to environmental protection.
The Branch strengthened its industrial and commercial presence in Asia, through its
subsidiaries in Japan, South Korea, China and India. It now generates 30% of its sales
in this region of the world. Through its industrial presence in China and India, the
Branch will benefit from the growth of these emerging markets.
On the aftermarket, the Transmissions Branch continued to grow sales in Europe
with Valeo Service, as well as pursuing its development in other parts of the world.
New clutch kits were launched on the North American market at the AAPEX Show

• Hydraulic clutch actuators
• Dual mass flywheels
• Flexible flywheels
• Systems for automated
manual transmissions
• Torque converter components

in Las Vegas. The divisions in China, India and Brazil also continued to grow on

• Lock-ups

national markets.

• Cabin air filters

The Branch strengthened its position as a supplier of lock-ups and components for
torque converters in automatic transmissions, with a number of new contracts in 2002.

€
731 million
Sales
44

7%
of total Valeo sales

€
49 million
Capital expenditure

4,660
Employees

© Nissan

Valeo’s dual facing lock-up clutch equipping
the automatic transmission adds value to
the Nissan Skyline

Lower fuel consumption thanks to the dual facing lock-up clutch
The new Nissan Skyline’s toroidal continuously variable transmission, one of the most efficient on
the market, is equipped with a dual facing lock-up clutch developed by the Branch.
The lock-up directly transfers engine torque to the transmission to bring significant reductions in
fuel consumption. Integrated within the torque converter, it maintains the comfort of the automatic
transmission while improving its efficiency.
The dual facing solution provides more torque together with higher vibration dampening by
controlling slippage.
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Climate Control
Bernard Clapaud
Vice-President,
Climate Control Branch

A climate of well-being …
Consumers have come to perceive air conditioning as an essential, desirable
feature. Air conditioning systems are standard equipment on most mid- and
top-of-the range vehicles. Significant future growth is now expected in the city
car segment. The Climate Control Branch continues to innovate with intelligent
systems that enhance individual comfort for all vehicle occupants.
In 2002, the Climate Control Branch signed a €1 billion contract with the Volkswagen
group to supply a new generation of HVAC systems to equip 1.7 million vehicles per
year. This integrated system is designed to meet Volkswagen demands for a flexible
concept that could be tailored to the Volkswagen brands and their various models.
Other contracts cover HVAC systems designed in Japan with Toyota that will equip the
joint PSA Peugeot Citroën-Toyota European platform and the supply to Renault of
externally-controlled compressors, a key component of all air conditioning systems.
A complete integrated air conditioning system designed in close cooperation with
General Motors has brought added value to the new 2002 Opel Vectra and Saab
9.3 models.
In 2002, the Climate Control Branch also focused on standardizing air conditioning
system components, designing a “Pick & Plug” approach for enhanced modularity. The
result is shortened time-to-manufacture and reduced overall production costs.
The Branch also proposes different types of electrical architecture to control multiple

• Heating, ventilation and air
conditioning systems
• Components:
- Compressors
- Control panels
• Center consoles
• Cockpit modules

components through a single wire bus.
New innovative products include a complete air conditioning system containing an
electronically-controlled compressor which ensures the level of comfort desired while
reducing the system’s energy consumption by 30%.

€
1,385 million
Sales
46

13%
of total Valeo sales

€
56 million
Capital expenditure

5,320
Employees

© Opel

Valeo’s new air conditioning system
adds value to the Opel Vectra

The new Opel Vectra air conditioning system
The Opel Vectra air conditioning system is fitted with an innovative sensor resulting in improved air
quality.
The Branch worked with Opel from the start of the project to optimize the system and provide
maximum thermal comfort to each vehicle occupant.
The climate control and engine cooling functions of the Opel Vectra are based on advanced
technologies. System functionality is optimized through electronics.
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Engine Cooling
Alain Marmugi
Vice-President
Engine Cooling Branch

Serving the environment
and passenger comfort …
The aim of the Engine Cooling Branch is to guarantee the performance and reliability of its powertrain cooling systems. The key objectives today are
primarily to reduce pollutant emissions and save fuel while allowing automakers
design flexibility.
In 2002, Valeo Engine Cooling started delivering complete engine cooling modules
for the Opel Vectra and Saab 9.3, and front-end modules for the Megane II and
Ford Amazon. Output of these new modules, destined for high-volume vehicle
ranges, will total more than a million units per year.
The Branch has also developed heat exchangers and cooling modules for top-ofthe range models such as the Volkswagen Phaeton and the Peugeot 807 and has
broadened its product offering to include heat exchangers entering into air
conditioning systems.

• Powertrain cooling systems

With its electronically controlled engine cooling management system, THEMIS™, and
associated components, Valeo Engine Cooling contributes to the development of the

• Radiators

cooling loop with the aim of significantly cutting fuel consumption. The Branch

• Heater cores

signed co-development contracts with two major automakers for thermo-regulated

• Condensers

modules designed to reduce the quantity and toxicity of pollutant emissions.
In the USA, the Branch won the Innovation prize awarded by the Society of Plastic
Engineers for a high-temperature material used in a charge air cooler.

• Evaporators

On the industrial level, the extension of the Zebrak site in the Czech Republic and

• Charge air coolers,
exhaust gas recirculation coolers

the ramp-up of the Skawina plant in Poland enabled the Branch to offer European

• Oil coolers

customers competitively priced products.
Production line automation is continuing in France, following on from productivity
investments at La Suze (France).
In the USA, the Branch closed two production sites: Grand Prairie in Texas and
Decatur in Illinois.

• Fan/motor systems
• Engine cooling modules,
front-end modules

The Greensburg plant received the Honda award for quality and service and the
Governor of Indiana’s award for environmental excellence for its hexavalent
chrome-free radiator production process.

€
1,559 million
Sales
48

14%
of total Valeo sales

€
57 million
Capital expenditure

8,400
Employees

© Renault

Valeo’s front-end module adds value
to the Renault Megane

Front-end modules for faster assembly
The Engine Cooling Branch supplies heat exchangers and complete front-end modules for vehicles
derived from the Renault Megane II platform. These modules are designed, developed and
produced by the Valeo Plastic Omnium joint venture. They incorporate the headlamps, a bumper
beam with crash boxes, horn, washer tank, wiring harness, hood latch and hood stops.
Pre-assembled for synchronous-flow delivery to Renault sites, the modules enable reduced vehicle
assembly times, with simplified logistics and optimal quality.
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Lighting Systems
Enhanced visibility, comfort and safety…

Robert de La Serve
Vice-President,
Lighting Systems Branch

Valeo Lighting Systems’ priority is to improve driver visibility and clearly
indicate vehicle position and changes in vehicle direction, in all driving
conditions (poor weather, at night, etc.). Headlamps and signal lamps are also
key design cues, which play an increasingly important role in the styling
differentiation of new models.
A world leader in automotive lighting technologies, Valeo equipped numerous new
vehicles in 2002, including prestigious luxury models.
Its world-exclusive Double Xenon technology uses two xenon projector modules
per headlamp unit generating 40% more light. A German motoring magazine rated
the Volkswagen Phaeton – fitted with Valeo Double Xenon headlamps – as the
vehicle with the best lighting out of 23 new models tested.
Unveiled at the Paris Mondial Auto Show, the Porsche Cayenne is the first vehicle
in the world to feature a low beam bending light function. This prestigious model
and its innovative lighting concept recall the swiveling headlamps developed by
the Group for the Citroën DS in the late 1960s and mark a continuity in the Group’s
long history of developing products that are ahead of their time. Valeo’s bending
light won second prize in the auto parts category at the 2002 Automechanika Show
Innovation Awards in Germany.

• Main and auxiliary headlamps
(Halogen and Xenon)
• Headlamp leveling actuators
• Headlamp cleaning systems
• Fog lamps
• Signal lighting

The Branch also designed the signal lamps for the new Toyota Avensis and LED
based signal lamps for the Jaguar XJ, which also features Valeo’s Bi-xenon headlamps, providing both high and low beam functions from a single xenon module.

• Cigar lighters and multi-function
connectors

Bi-xenon headlamps also equip the Volkswagen Touareg, Volvo XC90, Peugeot 807,
Citroën C8, Lancia Phedra and Fiat Ulysse.
With Valeo Sylvania in North America and Ichikoh in Japan, Valeo Lighting Systems
reinforced its leading position in automotive lighting technologies in 2002.
The Wuhan site in China was voted best supplier of the year 2002 by DCACDongfeng Citroën Automotive Co.

€
1,168 million
Sales
50

11%
of total Valeo sales

€
51 million
Capital expenditure

8,430
Employees

© Porsche

Valeo’s bending light adds value
to the Porsche Cayenne

Elegance rhymes with performance…
Valeo’s bending light system provides an unparalleled level of comfort for drivers of the Porsche
Cayenne. Combined with the Bi-xenon low beam headlamps, it improves peripheral visibility by up
to 90%.
Drivers will appreciate this improvement in vision when negotiating sharp bends or at intersections,
both on rural and on city roads. The progressive delivery of the additional light required for optimal
illumination takes into account steering angle and vehicle speed.
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Wiper Systems
François Hiriart
Vice-President,
Wiper Systems Branch

Silent, elegant wipers…
In 2002, Valeo Wiper Systems consolidated its market leadership and
broadened its field of action with the integration of wash systems. It now has
the means to achieve its main objective: to bring drivers a high level of
visibility for increased safety.
As part of the new “Active Cleaning Systems” strategy, the Branch has designed
and developed a number of innovative products such as the OPTI-WashTM heated
wash system, and a bi-directional washer pump with a built-in fluid level sensor,
which won an award at the 19th Taguchi Symposium of the American Suppliers
Institute.
These innovations enhance the range of recently developed products, which
includes the Flat Blade, the front wiper global motor and the e-moduleTM.
In the “Seeing and Being Seen” Domain, the Wiper Systems Branch benefited from
the development of the rain/light/tunnel sensor.

Complete wiper
systems:

In terms of sales, the Branch strengthened its position with a number of new con-

• Arms

tracts, both in Europe, with BMW, Mercedes Benz, Nissan, PSA Peugeot Citroën, and

• Blades

synergies with the Lighting Systems and Switches & Detection Systems Branches in

Renault, and in North America, with DaimlerChrysler and Toyota. These commercial
successes also reflect the Branch’s ambition to serve all automakers and to pursue

• Linkages

international growth.

• Motors

Turning to industrial strategy, a new Technical Center and a new Production Center

• Rain sensors

are being built at the Bietigheim site in Germany. As part of its efforts to respond

• Wash systems

more effectively to customers’ local production needs, the Branch is also focusing
on Eastern Europe, particularly Poland, where it has opened a new production unit.

€
1,395 million
Sales
52

13%
of total Valeo sales

• Modules

€
101 million 8,020
Capital expenditure
Employees

© Audi

Valeo’s Flat Blade adds value to the Audi A8

The Flat Blade: a new generation of windshield wipers
With its non-metallic superstructure, the Flat Blade - front and rear - adapts perfectly to the
curvature of the windshield to exert even pressure across the entire length of the blade for
enhanced wiping quality. The ultra flat design eliminates the turbulence, wind noise and vibrations
usually associated with conventional wipers to bring the driver improved visibility, comfort and
safety combined with unique styling.
A specific Flat Blade kit for the aftermarket has been developed in partnership with Valeo Service.
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Switches &
Detection Systems
Christophe Perillat
Vice-President,
Switches & Detection Systems Branch

Cars with a sixth sense …
Valeo Switches & Detection Systems is focusing research and development
resources on the driver-vehicle interface (switches and sensors) and on the
environment-vehicle interface (ultrasonic sensors, cameras and radars).
The Branch is bringing technological added value to the enhancement and
development of these functions.
In 2002, the Branch won a number of new contracts and increased business
with leading automakers. In particular, it consolidated its position as a systems
developer for Ford, Nissan, PSA Peugeot Citroën and Renault.
Leveraging extensive know-how in new technologies, the Branch has developed
top column modules incorporating an ever broader range of functions that testify
to its expertise in electronics and complex systems development.
Valeo Switches & Detection teams have also developed innovative uses derived

• Park assist systems

from existing products, such as its Ultrasonic Park Assist system.

• Switches

Thanks to the partnership recently concluded with Raytheon, the world’s leading

• Powertrain sensors.

producer of radars for the aerospace and naval sectors, the Branch is making major
breakthroughs in radar-based automotive applications.
The Branch’s partnership with the Californian company Iteris has led to the
development of innovative systems, such as a lane departure warning system that
incorporates camera-based technology.
The Switches & Detection Systems Branch continued its industrial rationalization
program. Its Sainte Savine and Felizzano plastic injection activities were sold to
suppliers and the printed circuit board business of its US division was sold to Jabil
Circuit as part of a partnership agreement between Valeo and Jabil.
The year 2002 also saw a ramp-up of production at the new Veszprem plant in
Hungary.

€
829 million
Sales
54

8%
of total Valeo sales

€
68 million
Capital expenditure

5,980
Employees

© Peugeot

Valeo’s multi-function controller driver
interface adds value to the Peugeot 807

Simplified ergonomics for greater comfort and safety
The multi-function controller driver interface reduces the number of switches on the center console
and improves ergonomics for the driver.
The radio/CD, air conditioning and satellite navigation functions are consolidated into one
conveniently located multi-function switch. The finger-tip controls also include a knob to position
the cursor on the map making navigation easier. The driver is then free to concentrate on the road.
According to the function selected, back-lit symbols illuminate to guide the user in choosing options.
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Electrical Systems
Electrical energy: more comfort, more
mobility and less pollution

Michel Giannuzzi
Vice-President,
Electrical Systems Branch

Valeo Electrical Systems’ products and systems supply and manage electrical energy to improve vehicle comfort and performance, while reducing pollutant emissions.
A world leader in alternators and in starter motors, the Branch reported a sales
increase of around 7% in 2002. This strong growth was driven by market share
gains in North America, mainly with General Motors (alternators), and in Europe
with Volkswagen (starter motors).
The new range of noiseless, high-efficiency TG alternators, which went into
production this year in Korea and Europe, now covers the full range of passenger
cars produced by BMW, Ford, Hyundai, Nissan, PSA Peugeot Citroën and Renault. In
2002, the TG range equipped numerous new models, including the BMW 7 Series,
Citroën C3, Renault Avantime and Megane II, Hyundai Getz and Nissan New Micra.
In 2002, the Branch signed its first contracts with automakers for the Starter
Alternator Reversible System, which brings substantial fuel savings through its

• Starter motors,

Start-Stop function. Volume production will begin in Europe in 2004.

• Alternators,

In terms of other innovations, the Branch developed products that respond to
market needs, such as noise reduction with StatcolTM, improved efficiency and

• Starter-alternators,

increased power with high-power alternators and introduced a new starter motor

• Electrical energy management
systems,

that is lighter and more compact than before.
Concerning hybrids – vehicles combining electrical and internal combustion energy –
Valeo is one of the world’s leading developers of systems that contribute to reducing pollutant emissions and fuel consumption (Start-Stop, Torque Assist which deliv-

• Electrical retarders for trucks
and buses,

ers additional power at low engine speeds and regenerative braking). Many
automaker demonstration vehicles are now equipped with these functions.
Working in partnership with Renault, the Branch developed an alternator-based

• Re-manufacturing of alternators,
starters and compressors.

range extender for the electric version of the Renault Kangoo, which won the
EPCOS/SIA (Electronic Parts and Components/Société des Ingénieurs de
l’Automobile) Electronics Innovation Award in the powertrain category.
The Branch has strengthened its strategic partnerships in the “Electrical Energy
Management” Domain with International Rectifier (power electronics), and SAFT
(electrical architecture and high-technology batteries).
As part of its aftermarket activity, the Branch opened a new plant in Poland, which
began re-manufacturing alternators and starters in August 2002.

€
915 million
Sales
56

9%
of total Valeo sales

€
62 million
Capital expenditure

5,140
Employees

Copyright der BMW AG

Valeo’s TG alternator adds value
to the BMW 7 series

The BMW 7 Series: silent power
The compact TG alternator combines four innovations and sets a new market standard in electrical
generators. This air-cooled alternator features a regulator that controls the output voltage using
flexible, high-performance digital, rather than conventional analog, technology. Optimized stator
and rotor designs allow for high output and efficiency and low operating noise. The BMW 7 series
is fitted with the TG15 and TG17.
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Motors &
Actuators
Electric motors are getting smarter…
thanks to electronics

Jean-Jacques Giambi
Vice-President,
Motors & Actuators Branch

Valeo Motors & Actuators manufactures electric motors of over 50 watts, actuators
and engine cooling fan-motor systems for the automotive industry. A leader in its
market, the Branch offers automakers a wide range of new powered vehicle
functions.
Pursuing the objective of optimized energy consumption, the Branch produces hightechnology motors and participates in the development of intelligent enginecooling systems. By integrating electronics into its top-of-the-range motors, the
Branch also aims to improve safety and under hood energy management.
Its customer portfolio includes automakers and equipment suppliers such as Lear,
Continental Teves and Inalfa. The Motors & Actuators Branch also develops products
for the Group’s other Branches.
In terms of innovation, this cooperation has led to a new generation of window-lift
and sunroof motors with anti-pinch technology. With its latest range, the New Drive
motors, Valeo Motors & Actuators has developed intelligent powered closure
systems for trunks, liftgates and sliding side doors.
The Branch is also developing other innovative products based on electronically
controlled motors, which enhance braking and power steering systems.
In 2002, the Branch reported numerous commercial successes, including a contract
to power three functions (steering column, seatbelt and transmission) for the
Porsche Cayenne and the Volkswagen Touareg. Other contracts were signed with
Lear, Faurecia and Keiper for seat adjustment motors, and with Inalfa for sunroof
motors.

• Climate control and
engine cooling motors,
seat adjustment and
headrest motors,
steering column and
seatbelt adjustment motors.
• ABS motors, window lift
and sunroof motors
• Door latch actuators
• Air compressors
for adjustable suspensions.

The Branch also pursued its strategy of industrial rationalization by increasing flexibility
and lean production. Production was transferred from its Rochester, USA, site to its
Juarez, Mexico, site and its highly automated Bietigheim plant was extended.

€
573 million
Sales
58

5%
of total Valeo sales

€
24 million
Capital expenditure

2,740
Employees

© Volkswagen

Valeo’s powered functions add value
to the Volkswagen Touareg

Added comfort and safety on the Volkswagen Touareg.
The Motors & Actuators Branch places its creativity at the service of all the new powered vehicle
functions. The Volkswagen Touareg features powered seatbelt and steering column adjustment for
improved driver comfort. Also, the actuators mounted on the gearbox differential enhance safety
and drivability.
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Electronics &
Connective Systems
Claude Leïchlé
Vice-President,
Electronics & Connective Systems Branch

Increasingly innovative cars…
Created through the merger of the electronic activities of Valeo Electronics
and the wiring and junction box activities of Sylea, Valeo Electronics &
Connective Systems is now a world player in electrical and electronic
distribution systems. Its expertise covers the architecture and engineering of
these systems for the automotive market and the development and volume
production of the related components.
Functions can be made “intelligent” with the addition of electronics. As ”intelligent”
systems and their associated connective systems become increasingly common
in vehicles, the Branch has positioned itself as a supplier of high-performance,
innovative solutions in this area.
In 2002, the Branch won several major contracts, such as the new-generation body
controller for PSA Peugeot Citroën, which is scheduled to enter volume production
in 2004.
Highlights of 2002 included the start-up of production of the new wiring harnesses
for the Citroën C3, C3 Pluriel and Picasso Restyling, the Lancia Thesis and the Nissan
Primastar.
In 2002, the Branch also developed a new battery management and disconnect
unit.

• Body controllers
• Electronic modules
• Modular electrical wiring
harnesses
• Electronic distribution boxes

At the same time, the Branch launched a large-scale plan of industrial
rationalization to reduce production costs and sharpen its competitive edge. This
involved action on two fronts:
- the general application of Valeo standards and principles of industrial organization
and production;
- the gradual withdrawal of production activities from high-cost countries and their
redeployment to low labor cost countries in order to achieve world-class standards
of competitiveness. This strategy is illustrated by the start-up in 2002 of a new plant
in Romania, which gives the Electronics & Connective Systems Branch an opportunity to win new markets, notably by consolidating its position with customers such
as Renault-Dacia Romania.

€
953 million
Sales
60

9%
of total Valeo sales

€
48 million
Capital expenditure

15,160
Employees

© Citroën

Valeo’s electrical distribution system adds
value to the Citroën C3

Adding value to the Citroën C3
The Branch developed the entire electrical distribution system for the Citroën C3 platform. A
particularly innovative logistics solution was implemented to manage diversity and ensure
sequential delivery of modular wiring harnesses.
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Security Systems
Keyless access and ignition systems…

Patrice Brion
Vice-President,
Security Systems Branch

Part of Valeo’s “Access and Security” Domain, Valeo Security Systems focuses
the Group’s expertise in keyless access and ignition systems. These applications
are set for strong growth in coming years across a broad range of vehicles.
The year 2002 marked the start of volume production of the Renault Vel Satis, the
second model to feature Valeo’s keyless access system. Keyless access combines radio
frequency technology, electronics and sensors. The Branch supplies all the components
of the system: a card (replacing the conventional key), card reader, antenna, ignition
unit, electric steering-column lock, handles with approach sensors and a back-up lock
and mechanical key.
The Branch’s flagship products and latest innovations include the “Full Comfort” system
of secure vehicle access, a unique solution for vehicle access and security; this system
combines keyless entry and powered opening/closure systems. The Keyless Access
and Ignition functions have evolved to satisfy demand for greater convenience and
improved protection against theft (control of range and selectivity depending on the
user’s position, keyless “card in pocket” ignition, non-sensitivity to the electromagnetic
environment, secure links).
With the development of keyless access systems on the automotive market, door
handles have become mechatronic components featuring integrated optical approach
sensors: this is the case of the Renault Megane II equipped by Valeo.
The Standard Compact Latch developed by the Branch’s Abbeville technical center made
its debut on the new Nissan Micra in 2002 in Japan and the UK. Integrating a wide range
of functions, its fast electric locking/unlocking function makes it compatible with the
keyless access system. Its small size makes it easy to standardize on a vehicle platform.
The Standard Compact Latch is compatible with all international standards, including the
most stringent requirements of the European, US and Japanese markets. The new

• Keyless access and ignition
systems
• Powered opening / closure
systems (trunk and doors)
• Radio-frequency remote controls
and receivers
• Transponder-based immobilizer
systems
• Steering column locks
• Ignition switches

Nissan Micra is also equipped with new electric liftgate handles, which include, for the

• Keys, locks

very first time, micro-switches for opening and closing in keyless access mode.

• Handles (doors and trunk)
• Latches (doors, trunk,
liftgate, hood, folding seatback)

€
645 million
Sales
62

6%
of total Valeo sales

€
28 million
Capital expenditure

4,000
Employees

© Mercedes-Benz

Valeo’s powered trunk closure sytem adds
value to the Mercedes-Benz E Class

The powered trunk closure system on the new Mercedes-Benz E Class
This is the first vehicle to feature this new system developed by the Security Systems Branch. Electric
motors controlled by electronic control units replace the hydraulic systems currently on the market
for trunks and liftgates. The new system is more compact, more cost-effective and offers greater
control over movement.
Valeo’s powered trunk closure system won the EPCOS/SIA (Electronic Parts and Components/Société
des Ingénieurs de l’Automobile) 2002 Innovation Award in the “life on board, comfort and cockpit”
category.
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Valeo Service
Duncan Johns
Group Vice-President
Valeo Service Activity
and Vice-President,
OES Branch

Philippe Huyghe
Vice-President,
IAM Branch

Products…
but also services for the aftermarket
Valeo regrouped its expertise in the OES (Original Equipment Spares) and the IAM
(Independent Aftermarket) markets into a new Activity called Valeo Service to adapt its
offering to recent changes in regulations.
Valeo Service’s aim with regard to the different spare parts distribution channels is to offer
customers the range of products and services they need: catalogs, marketing aids, efficient
logistics services, training, assembly instructions and diagnostic tools.
It is continuously improving its parc coverage rate and broadening its product range to include,
for example, niche markets such as the custom-car market with its Cibié headlamp and rear
lamp kits. Valeo Service’s ability to offer comprehensive product ranges ensures that customers’ demands for “all-makes” ranges are met.
Valeo Service’s Technical Center offers technical support to customers in the repair sector.
Diagnostic tools, such as Climtest 2 and fitting instruction leaflets enable repairs to be carried
out more rapidly and more efficiently. Climtest 2 accurately tests air conditioning systems
without disassembly and displays the results on an LCD read-out.
Valeo’s role in the independent aftermarket in 2002 was recognized by Groupe Auto Union
which voted Valeo Service “Best Supplier of the Year”.
The new regulations governing the aftermarket acknowledge the investments that
equipment manufacturers channel into innovations and recognize their right to use the
“Original Quality Part” label, whatever the distribution channel.

€
535 million
Sales

*

5%
of total Valeo sales

*Independent Aftermarket Branch (ex-Valeo Distribution)
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*

€
4 million
Capital expenditure

*

1,000
Employees

Valeo sets sail…
To boost consumer recognition, especially in the aftermarket, Valeo, in partnership with Sopra, is sponsoring
yachtsman Philippe Monnet, who holds several records, including the solo reverse round-the-world race in
2000. Monnet’s trimaran is like a sea-going Formula 1 racing car – a perfect illustration of how technology can
enhance performance. Six races are scheduled for the World Multihull Championship in 2003.
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In application of COB rule 98-01, the French version of this “reference document” composed of an Activity Report
and a Financial and Legal Section was filed with the “Commission des Opérations de Bourse” on February 28, 2003.
This “reference document” may not be used in connection with a financial transaction unless it is accompanied
by an Information Memorandum approved by the “Commission des Opérations de Bourse”.
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